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 net .com etc ...? Recently I found myself with a wad of.cab's which I wasn't able to import due to the error. I tried: downloading
and converting to m3u checking the files are indeed in.wav format trying and manually verifying the file structure as mentioned

above. I then decided to try the free Logitech c840 headset. I tried both the direct audio & MIDI to Winbox settings and it
simply doesn't seem to work. I have tried all the versions of Winbox 3, version 2 doesn't seem to want to work with USB

peripherals. I'm not sure if anyone is interested or if there is any hope of someone helping me get a new version working. Thx
BonkersChris 06-30-2004, 06:03 PM I don't think it's possible to get a version of Winbox 3 working with USB peripherals

(without buying the latest version of Winbox 2). I don't think any newer version of Winbox can read CDs. Wendy 06-30-2004,
06:09 PM Thanks BonkersChris, I was getting the same message when I attempted direct-to-Winbox 3.0rc6 I was thinking of
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changing to using a cd drive and removing the.cab's from a cd but if anyone else had a better idea, I'd be interested to hear.
06-30-2004, 06:11 PM There is a version of Winbox 3 that doesn't do that - you just get a "can't read disc" message and an

"audio file not loaded" error. If you got a version of Winbox 3 with direct-to-Winbox 3.0rc6 installed, you could try uninstalling
it. 06-30-2004, 06:15 PM Well the problem isn't that the direct to Winbox doesn't support USB, its that when it crashes, it

doesn't seem to take into account that it is plugged into a USB interface. When Winbox 3.0rc6 crashes, its more of a problem
than Winbox 2. I've just made a very large collection of music, many hours work, and I was trying to have the music on
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